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How could this be? 

 

Impossible! According to their cultivation records, this yellow shaft field still required at least eight to 

nine days to reach the half-ripe stage. 

 

But it suddenly just ripened today. Wasn’t this too excessively bizarre? 

 

Hong Yaowei abruptly turned to look at City Lord Lin, yet he saw that Lin Yongyi also looked as if he had 

seen a ghost. 

 

“City Lord Lin, didn’t you say that my junior sister had wrecked the yellow shaft field?” Just earlier, it 

was as if Lin Yongyi had seen his father’s murderer when he caught sight of him. Lin Yongyi pounced 

over and pummeled him without an explanation, to the point that the corner of his eye was swollen 

even now. 

 

But how about now? The yellow shaft field was so resplendent and looked like a bumper harvest. 

Wasn’t this one hell of a joke? 

 

Lin Yongyi also automatically rubbed his eyes before hastily running into the field and scooping up a 

handful of soil, while he also examined several stalks of yellow shaft. He simply couldn’t resist laughing 

tearfully, “Everything’s fine, it’s fine, it’s fine. Wonderful!” 

 

“City Lord Lin, what’s going on?” Hong Yaowei looked suspiciously in Qiao Mu and Mo Lian’s direction. 

 



On the way over, he had already heard that it was the crown prince consort’s miraculous healing hands 

that had neutralized the edelweiss symptoms in their bodies. He had heard that she also detoxified the 

deadly poison that Junior Sister Feng Manyun had cast into the water wells. 

 

Naturally, Hong Yaowei was full of shock and suspicion. 

 

Junior Sister’s poison would certainly be an utmost poisonous concoction from Celestial Medicine 

Valley. 

 

Even so, this crown prince consort was still able to neutralize it so easily? It could clearly be seen how 

highly brilliant her medical skills were. The most terrifying thing was that he suspected that this crown 

prince consort had some kind of panacea that could accelerate a plant’s growth. Consequently, she was 

able to ripen the entire yellow shaft field in one evening. 

 

It was a pity that City Lord Lin didn’t pay attention to him, nor did he have the intention of explaining 

anything to him. He directly pounced into the yellow shaft field, crying and shouting in happiness. 

 

After undergoing one tribulation after another, this batch of yellow shaft finally ripened! 

 

Crown Prince Mo grasped the little lady’s small hand tightly and whispered into her ear. “You can’t tell 

anyone about the sacred earth.” 

 

A small clod of sacred earth, plus the sacred water’s watering, was actually able to revive nearly 10 mu1 

of yellow shaft back from the dead, producing such a bountiful harvest. 

 

This kind of eye-opening sacred item naturally couldn’t be divulged to other people so as to avoid 

attracting unnecessary trouble from numerous covetous powers, just like with the sacred water. 

 

Qiao Mu tilted her small head, nodding to indicate that she understood. 



 

The sacred earth had entered seclusion, so other than the bit of sacred earth she had right now, there 

was no more to be had. 

 

  

 

After all, she still hadn’t completely assimilated the essence earth at the moment. If she were able to 

control water and earth by her own will, just like what happened after she assimilated the sacred water, 

it would be much more convenient to plant things. 

 

The little fellow raised her head and whispered to him, “Mo Lian, just tell me if you want to grow 

anything in the future. I’ll first secretly put some sacred earth into the field and spray it with some 

water. At that time, it’ll naturally produce whatever is planted.” 

 

“This can even thoroughly improve the soil quality, quicken the harvest, and increase the quantity 

produced.” Mo Lian delightedly squeezed the little fellow’s tender face with his hand before giving her a 

hug. “My darling truly is amazing.” 

 

If the little fellow had a tail, it would certainly be wagging back and forth. She was immensely pleased 

with herself and declared, “But of course.” 

 

Are you kidding! This was the power of sacred earth and sacred water, the origins of the five elemental 

spirits. What couldn’t be grown with them? 

 

Mo Lian broke into laughter before picking her up and heading out of the embankment. He whispered 

into her ear, “I’ll have people harvest this field and grow another round.” 

 

Before the sacred earth and sacred water’s efficacy could wear off completely, the next round of yellow 

shaft seeds could take advantage and leech some of this supplemental boost, as well. 


